Please join us for the following Guitar Recitals & Events:

Xavier Jara, guitar
(Guitar Foundation of America Competition, First Place Winner)
Friday, March 2, 7:00 p.m., Holsclaw Hall, $25, 20, 10
Info & Tickets: tucsonguitar.com, 520-342-0022

36th Annual Sholin Guitar Competition
Sunday, March 25, 4:00 p.m., Holsclaw Hall, $10, 7, 5

Grisha Goryachev (Russia)
(Please note that the guest artist for this recital has changed since previously advertised. Grisha Goryachev will perform instead of Máximo Diego Pujol, due to unforeseen circumstances.)
Thursday, April 5, 7:00 p.m., Holsclaw Hall, $25, 20, 10
Info & Tickets: tucsonguitar.com, 520-342-0022

Angel Durán, Senior Recital
Saturday, April 14, 7:00 p.m.
Holsclaw Hall, $Free

Schaeffer Memorial Guitar Competition
Sunday, April 15, 4:00 p.m., Holsclaw Hall, $10, 7, 5

Noah Weig-Pickering, Senior Recital
Wednesday, April 18, 7:00 p.m.
Holsclaw Hall, $Free

Ignacio Mondaca García, Senior Recital
Sunday, April 29, 7:00 p.m.
Holsclaw Hall, $Free

Unless noted by each event, tickets are available from the College of Fine Arts Box Office
621-1162, tickets.arizona.edu

Fourth Annual
David Russell Bach Prize
Finalists Recital

Featuring
Ricardo de Mello
Misael Barraza-Díaz
Ignacio Mondaca García
Grant Miller

Wednesday, February 28, 2018
Holsclaw Hall
7:00 p.m.
David Russell Bach Prize Competition

Wednesday, February 28, 2018
Holsclaw Hall
7:00 p.m.

PROGRAM

Johann Sebastian Bach
(1685-1750)

RICARDO DE MELLO
Santa Maria, Brazil

Partita No. 2 for Solo Violin (BWV 1004)

Allemanda
Corrente
Sarabanda
Giga
Ciacona

MISAEL BARRAZA-DIAZ
Hermosillo, Sonora, México

From Overture in the French Style for Hapsichord (BWV 831)
(arr. Misael Barraza-Díaz)

Ouverture
Sarabande
Gigue
Echo

INTERMISSION

David Russell Bach Prize Competition
Past Winners:
2015: Misael Barraza-Díaz
2016: Bin Hu
2017: Nicholas Epple

2017 David Russell Bach Prize Competition Finalists
Lucas Caballeira, Grant Miller, Pablo González, Nicholas Epple (winner)

2016 David Russell Bach Prize Competition Finalists
Bin Hu (winner), Grant Miller, Nicholas Epple, Misael Barraza Díaz (2015 winner)
**David Russell Bach Prize Donors**

**Founders Circle**
- Anonymous
- Glenda & Karl Anderson
- Billy Arcila/Los Angeles Classical Guitars
- Edith & Steve Auslander
- Mark Berman/Benjamin Supply
- Kathleen & William Burnett
- Marilyn Chase
- Eugenia & Taylor Chen
- Joanna & Mike Clark
- Sevren & Dennis Coon
- Joan & John D’Addario
- Dow Chemical Company Foundation
- Carol & Donald Eagle
- Stephen L. and Shawnie L. Ford/ Arizona Cyclist
  - Tim Fuller
  - Bruce Fulton
  - Suzanne & Lester Hayt
  - Eddy Hodak
  - Carol & Jonathan Howe
  - IBM Corporation
  - Sara & Matthew Kalos
- Charlotte & Michael* Mensh
- Lorrane McPherson & Bruce Fulton
- Barbara Morehouse & Philip Johnson
- Tom Patterson
- Chancey Pelletier
- Julia & André* Pernet
- Danielle & Jerry Reinstein
- Elizabeth & Grace Sheppard
- Patricia & Howard Tuller/Tuller Trophy & Awards
  - Duane Waterman
  - Lund Wolfe

* Deceased

**For further information about**
The University of Arizona Bolton Guitar Studies Program
or to add your name to our VIP list and receive
mail and/or e-mail notices about
future guitar events
please contact

Tom Patterson, Professor of Guitar – rtp@u.arizona.edu – 520-621-1157

Visit our website: guitar.arizona.edu
Find us on Facebook and like our page!

---

**IGNACIO MONDACA GARCÍA**

Hermosillo, Sonora, México

Prelude, Fugue and Allegro for Hapsichord (BWV 998)
(arr. Frank Koonce)

- Prelude
- Fugue
- Allegro

From Lute Suite No. 4 (BWV 1006a)
(arr. Frank Koonce)

- Prelude

---

**GRANT MILLER**

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

Suite for Solo Cello (BWV 1009)
(arr. Marcos Díaz)

- Prelude
- Allemande
- Courante
- Sarabande
- Bourée I & II
- Gigue

---

“The wonderful music of J.S. Bach is satisfying on all levels: emotionally, intellectually, technically and historically.

It has given me so much pleasure and happiness all through my life, that I want to encourage all the students to dedicate some valuable time of their important formative years at the university to studying his music. This competition is a very good incentive for them to include some of Bach’s works in their repertoire that I hope will give them the same pleasure for their entire lives.”

David Russell
Gratitude Acknowledgments

Norman Douglas Sholin founded and designed the guitar degree program at the University of Arizona School of Music in 1974. He had a vision for a world class guitar program. That vision is alive today. Your support ensures that the guitar program will continue to attract top music students. With deep gratitude we acknowledge those whose significant and ongoing gifts have transformed the lives of students and faculty.

Transformational Gifts to the Bolton Guitar Studies Program
Abbott Laboratories Fund
Bill Akin
Phyllis* and Sanford* Bolton
Joanna and Michael Clark
The Cypri-Cola Company Limited
Joan and John D’Addario
John and Joan D’Addario Foundation, Inc.
Carol and Donald Eagle
The Edwards Mother Earth Foundation
Karen and David Francis
Karen and Robert Gold
Suzanne and Lester Hayt
Janela and David Hubka
IBM International Foundation
Sara and Matthew Kalos
E. Philip Krider
Rosa L. Liu-Stevens and Ralph F. Stevens
Patricia MacCorquodale
Julia and André* Pernet
Clare K. Schaefler*
Southwest Strings
St. Mark’s Presbyterian Church Foundation
Elizabeth Weiner-Schulman
William Wolfe*
Lund Wolfe

Conductor’s Circle
($1,000 to $9,999)
Elinor Adzerton and Robert McIntosh
Donald Apfel*
Laura and John Almquist
Bart Antista
Matthew Apostolik
Bank of America
Betty and John Barrowman
Timothy J. Barry
Kathleen and William Burnett
Gayle Reay and Abraham Byrd
Marilyn Chase
Sevan and Dennis Coon
Davis Selected Advisers, L.P.
Dow Chemical Corp.
Roger Funk and Douglas Noffsinger
Julie Gibson
Elizabeth Giles and Stephen Simmes
Ruth and Charles* Gold
David Gold
Vicki and Alan Greenstein
Harvey and Rosanne Greenstein
Linda L. Griffin
Sara and Samuel* Hauert
Leslee and Thomas Hippert
IBM Corporation
Imago Dei Middle School
Jewish Community Foundation
Lynn and Chris Karabin
Lyn Papanikolas and J. David Mackstaller
Wendy McCurdy
Michelle and Joseph Millstone
Network for Good
Lorraine McPherson and Bruce Fulton
Tom Patterson
Elena Mirazchiyska and Moisés Paiewonsky
Chancey Pelletier
The Prudential Foundation
Jerome A. Rosenstein
D. C. Sholin
Mary Stewart-Pollard and Robert Pollard
Tucson Guitar Society
Page and Pearre Williams

Benefactor
($500-$999)
Richard Aplin
Margot Beeston
Kay and Lloyd Bierstaker
Ramona Brown
Eugenia and Taylor Chen
Herman Davis
Raquel and Lawrence Fleischman
Shawnee and Stephen Ford / Arizona Cyclist
Gail Gibbons and Ray St. Clair
Mary Hamilton
Nancy Koff
Theodore Koff*
Robert Kritz Associates, Inc.
Charlotte and Michael* Mensh
Margaret B. Rappaport, Ph.D.
Mary Romantello
Elaine W. Rousseau
Helen and Richard Ruskin
Charlene Sampson*
Deborah and Marc Sandroff
Richard and Jasmine Seagrave
Duane Waterman
Susan and Erik Weiland

Patrons
($100-$499)
Mireille Algazi
Glenda and Karl Anderson
Billy Arcila – Los Angeles Classical Guitars

Jean and Charles Ares
Barbara Atwood and Peter Eisner
Edith and Steve Auslander
Carolyne and Jonathan Bass
Pamela and Sidney Batten
Miriam and Charles Blitzer
Bolt-Anderson Partners, Inc.
Doris and Len Coris
Fletcher Dann
Claire and Mack Dunham
Georgianne D. Fischetti
Judith and Jules Friedman
Lucia Gibson
Gloria and Michael Goldman
Toni Goldstein and Peter I. Lasho
Eliot S. Heart
Carol and Jonathan Howe
Shigeko and Ke Chiang Hsieh
Investment Management Consultants
Association
Robert Kritz
Paul Kritz
Miriam and David Malliot
Michelle Yaeger and Michael Mayer
Sidney J. McDuff
Carolyn and Franklin Meier
Toni Miller
Miller Curio Company
Barbara Morehouse and Philip Johnson
Maribeth and Donald Morehart
Edward Muka
Tamra Myers and Mark Myers
Blanca and Larry Nahmias
Nils Nelson
Northern Trust Company
Raytheon Company - Matching Gifts
William Ridlinghafer
Doris and Arnold Roland
Rona S. Rosenberg
Nancy S. Schneider
Paul Schulman
Elmer Scovill
Elizabeth and Grace Sheppard
Ray St. Clair
Ann Stnesifer
Harvey Swedloff
Audrey Tarchine
Patricia and Howard Tuller / Tuller Trophy
Jane and Theodore Turbenson
Merle Turchik
James Vogel
Eileen and Ray Weick
Douglas Weiner
Janice Wezelman and David Bartlett
Jim Wezelman
Matthew A. Werber
Elizabeth and Emanuel Wolff

Gifts Up to $100
Thomas Amundsen
Norma J. Anderson
Louise Anthony*
Samuel Arcus
Mark Berman / Benjamin Supply
Luise and Eric Bettterton
Janice and Jerome Bishop
Shu ching Cheng and Edward Reid
Carolyn and Paul Cresw
Larry Deutsch and William Parker
Ernst & Young
Arthur and Marilyn Felix
Gloria and Rocky Ferrell
Anna M. Friend*
Elizabeth Garigan-Soper and Doyle Soper
David Gladstone*
Marvin and Jean Glassberg
Kathleen Hays and Gerald Barkan
Bonnie and Norman Golden
Marsha and Sidney Hirsh
Jodi Horton / Ideas To Work
Martha and Steven Ketchel
Sharon and Frederick Klein
Mary and Joel Levin
Louis A. Levinson
Berthold Lippel
Joy Marsalla
Shirley and Stan Matlick
Shawn McManimon
Sharon Megdal
Sarah M Mulholland
Christine* and Harvey* Nelson
George A. Newman
Leslie Nixon and Barry Kirschner
Betty and Bernie Orman
Elaine Padovani and John Sutter
Gwen and Richard Powell
Brina Rodin
Abigail Root
Nan* and Leonard* Rosenthal
Sandra and Bernard Ruhl
Dorothy and Julian* Sayre
Sarah and Leonard Schultz
Diana G. Sheldon
Marilyn E. Sheridan
Ronald J. Staub
Lydia and David Streeter
David M. Talamante
Nancy A. Trujillo
M. H. Udolph
Kenneth L. Weiss
H. Diane Wright
Samuel O. Zaidenberg*

* Deceased

We strive for an accurate listing of all our treasured donors. This list reflects cumulative gifts from all guitar donors to date. To make corrections, please call the College of Fine Arts Development Office at 621-9057.